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Teaching Superordinate Concepts
with Simulation Games

The effectiveness of simul'a'tion games oe o rnathod for teoching superordinate
concepts was e*arnined in this study. The simulotion inuolued instruction in
mop ipttt" ond wos structured in keeping with Cose's (1975) discussion of how
to integrote d.euelopmental and hierorehicol aspects of learning in instruction-
ol d.esign. One hundred and eighty'three fifth- ond. sixth-Erode stud.ents
participoted in the week-long experirnent. The simulation group demanstroted
superior performonce on mop skills ond. concepts on the delayed posttest, but
not the imtnediote posttest. Illembers of this group also showed siqnificant
improuem.ent in performance from posttest to delayed posttest- Besults were

interpreted os supporting the hypothesis that sim-ulotions can be o useful way
of presenting superordinate concepts so as to focilitate leorning of lower leuel
shills. Results olso appear to corroborate Case's onalysis of effectiue
instructional designs. (Dr. C.ahen is coordinator of Loboratary Experiences
and Assistont Professor in the Departrnent of El'emenia.ry and Early
Child.hood Education, ond Dr. Brad.ley is Associote Professor of Ed.ucationol
Foundation^s ond. Research Associate at the center for child Deuelnpment antl
fulucotion, at the (Jniversity of Arkansas at Little itock.)

One of the most aignificant contributions to the analysie of the learning
task haa been the development of theories about the hierarchical structure of
knowledge (Ausubel, 1963; Gagne, 1970; Taba, 1967; and Bloom, 1956).

Conceiving knowledge as hierarchical hae enabled edueators to analyze taeke
according to level of learning and to prescribe a sequence of educational
activities which provides the neceesary prerequieitee for acquiring inforrua-
tion at any given level.

Several theorists have argued that wtren individuale know a ouperor<l.inate
concept, it ie easier for them to learn eubordinate concepts and faets. Aueubel
(1963) advocates the use of advance organizers presented at a higher level of
abstraction as a means of facilitating learning at lower levele. Hov,revc:r,
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advance organizere apparently do not always provide the kind of subsumer
that facilitatee the learning of subconcepts and specific facts (Barnee &
Clawson, 1975). This outcome may partially reflect a limited consideration of
the developmental aspecte of learning in Ausubel's theory. Case (1g75)
contends that most learning hierarchies do not provide an adequate analysis
of learning taeks, particularly for children. He presents evidence that any
analysis of a learning task must take into consideration that young children
are more likely than adults to respond intuitively in problem-solving
eituations. They rely on innate response tendencies which prevent them from
adequately evaluating phenomena. To accomplish certain tasks children
must learn to reepond logically rather than intuitively. Case (1975) feels that
to be successful, instruction for young children should deal directly with

both the correct reaponse and the incorrect response, . . . In terms of a hierarchieal
learning theory such as Gagae's, one would say that the child who participates in
the successful training acquiree a superordinate ekill (or "concept," "plan," or
"structure") for attacking the problem which allows him to integate and
discriminate two competing lower-order procedures for attacking it. After training
he can succeed consistently, not merely because the correct response has been
strengthened, but because response competition has been eliminated. Similarly he
can transfer what he has learned, but because any new eituation that elicits the
incorrect response will also elicit the superordinate or mediating etructure into
which it has become embedded. Finally, he can retain what he hae learned, since he
has ample opportunity to apply it (at the supper table, for example, or at play) and
little opportunity to confuse it with any other response. (p. 74)

Instructional strategies which consider the developmental nature of
learning and which are aimed at teaching superordinate concepts offer a
potentially useful way to facilitate the learning of subordinate concepts and
facts. One method which can provide a framework for acquiring numerous
subskills is simulation game8. Simulation games may be defined aB an
aetivity in which participants who are attempting to achieve specific goale
interact within an artificially produced environment which recreatee gome
aspect of social reality. For the purpose of reality, players assume the roles of
individuals or groups who exist in the particular social syotem being
simulated. Bruner has argued that simulation games with their emphasis on
participation, informed guessing, hypothesis making and conjectural
procedures "go a long way toward getting children involved itr understanding
language, social organization, and the rest; they also introd-uce . . . the idea of
a theory of theee phenomena" (Bruner, 1966, p. 92).

Previous research has dernonstrated that simulation gamco are effective
in teaching factual knowledge and concepts. However, Coleman, Livingston,
Fennessey, Edwards, and Kidder (1973) explain that simulatiorre tend to be
weak in that many participants do not generalize from tJ:e particular
experiences provided in the game to a general principle applicable in other
circumstances. They concluded that learning in school might be made
considerably more effective by the "appropriate mix of experiential and
information-processing modes of learning" (p. 6). Therefore simulatione that
incorporate both the symbols helpful for generalization and t.he actions ueeful
for application to particulare may be the most effective.

A model which may be particularly useful for teaching superordinate
concepts with simulation ie Taba's instructional model. Taba (l 969) identifies
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three cognitive tasks involved in the thinking process. The frrst, concept
formation, involves organizing information into a system of classes or
groups. In this phase it is sufficient that the facts be introduced and that the
learner become somewhat familiar with them. The second cognitive taek is
interpretation of the data. To do this the learner must relate various kinde of
information given and determine cause and effect relationships. Time must
be taken to develop concepts, to develop strategies for coordinating lower level
concepts and facts, and to make decisions among vanous alternatives based
on the information available. The third cognitive task is problem solving. The
learner must be able to apply what he knows, facts and generalizations, to the
solution of a problem. This final phase requires additional coordination of
facts and concepts, and the development of new strategies for evaluating
them.

The purpose of the present study is to examine the effectivenees of
simulation as a means of teaching superordinate coucepts necessary for the
acquisition of subordinate skills. If Case (1975) is correct, then students
should demonstrate a knowledge of subordinate concepts when tested at the
completion of training on superordinate skills. The encounter with subskills
on the test should also constitute a kind oflearniug trial for the learner. Thus,
when tested a second time, student performance should be better. Improved
performance would not be expected from students who learned the subskills
without benefit of learning the superordinate concepts initially. Previous
research on retention indicates that such students are in factlikely to forget
some of rvhat they have learned.

Method
Subjects

Fifth- and sixth-grade classes from two Kansas City, Kansas elementary
schools were utilized for this investigation. The eight classes participating in
this experiment were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups.
The total number of students in the sample was 183, including 91 in the
experimental group and 92 in the control group.

T'reatment
The investigator met with the experimenta] and controJ teacherg oneweek

prior to beginning the treatment. At this time both groups received the same
instructions on the purpose of the study and testing procedures. Experimental
and control group meetings were conducted separately.

Teachers in the control group were instructed to teach a rrrap skille lesson
which included both facts and concepts in the way they usually teach. Their
instructional approaches involved teaching the facts and concepts directly
rather than teaching superordinate concepts. flie lesson used for the eixth
grade was from the textbook Exploring Regtons of the Eastern l{emisphere
and for the fifth grade the lesson was from Exploring Regions of the Western
Hernisphere, both published by Follett. The lesson was to be taught in four
consecutive sixty-minute time periods. Time was allowed after the presenta-
tion for discussion and queetions.

In the preparation meeting with the experimental group teachers, the
game Phantom Submarize rvas played since it. has been found that teachere
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doabetterjobofteachingasimulationi,{theyhavelirstplayed.itthemselvee'
At this time the tu."'iui"-U"*ml familiar with the game' discovering the

i.tiot.l", techniques, and procedures'

The systematic approaci of Bruner,s and Taba's theories for learning and

th";;;;;;.h "."a 
*iti.,-irre simulation garne Phantom submarine areverv

similar. It provides oppo*"*tius for the teacher to expand pupil participation

through the use ,f #;ild"uon, rot"-playing, and decision-making. The

;;;& "*pfru"i" 
i;;;h;""ed for active r.ttr", than passive participation

in order to have " 
*;;;;cii learning experience. The active parti-cipatiou

leads to intrinsic #;;1; that Brunlr and Taba mentioned as an

il;;;tT;;;i";;"ili"c-;htl4;;ldevelopgreaterinterestinasubject'
*ri"i, i" t"*, Lads to-longer episodes for learning'

Afteralengthydiscussionaboutthegiame'thetimetableswereestablished
as follows: (a) On th; fi|Jd;t the studints in the simulation treatment used

the sixty-minute pert"o-d ;U;;J i" familiarize themselves with the gome and

divide into $person gt""p". B""ft member of the grgup had a data card telling

some physi"rr 
"rr"iu-"tIrilE" "r 

the floor of thu Atlantic ocean. Ttte

simulation began by ril;;;;;; compiling factual knowledge about the floor of

the ocean and its 
"rrr".,i,' 

tttis was accomplished by amember of the group

showing and readinf i,i" 
""r:Jto 

tI"- I?* oi tttu group' As each member read

his card, the other *"u*Uu"" *corded this data ot thui" outline maps' (b) The

second day, student;;;;;ented-a p-roblem which required them to make

a decision .Uorrt *i"J"1l-" g""a ilu""" might be to try to bring the

submarine up from lt 
" 

botto* oI th" o"uar. They were instructed to use the

information irrclua"d J" tt'" *"p" and consider such factors as water depth'

mountain ridges, "t; i; clnsidering alternative solutions, certain cause and

effect relationships for physical fiatures rvere discussed' Solutions were

discarded o, .pproritirri L".i" of the reiationship among these factors. (c)

On the third day, 
"irra""t" 

were presented a final problem: What should be

done with the submarine? studenfs were given-roleslo play in the context of a

meeting at the Unit!d-N-;ti;;". The roleJinvolved a consideration of vari.ue

;;;;;"; political, a.d ecological corrcerns' Several general questions were

posed to the studenil-i; tt; firm: what would happen if? To deal with the

questions, stodents faJ';;pply k"owledge of the maps and the generaliza'

tions they h.a ror*"d r.;; tir; previous two tasks. (d) The fourth dav was

allowed fo, "o*pt"iii,g ""v ""nnished 
tasks and for discuseion of all

decisions made bY the grouPs'

rnstruments 
- -4 .r-^ ^-.-^-i--nl al and control

On the fifth day of the experiment' both the experimentr

groups were administu,ud the losttest, the map portion of the Iowa Test of

Basic skills to *"r""i" *up uriuo. Two weeks after the posttest a dela]'ed

n*tt""f*"s given to both g:roups to measure retention'

Results

MeansandstandarddeviationsforthelowaTestofBasicSkillsare
pr""""t a i" irur" 

^i. 
orr**uy analyses of variance were used to examine

differences in the *;; f"tfo"*.tt"es of experimental and control groups on

the Iowa test. No ,tc;iil;elf.rence between gxoups was observed on the
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TABLE 1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR IOWA TEST OF BASIC SKILI.S

Posttest Delayed Posttest

Treateent (n = 91)

Mean
SD

Control (n - 92)

Mean
SD

16.82
4.73

17. 58
5.23

I9
42

16
5

15.59
6.23

TABLE 2
SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR

IOWA TESTS OF BASIC SKILTS POSTIEST

Source of Varlatlon Sun of Squares df Mean Square F

Be fween

llllhln

Total

18 .07 26

3950.9384

3969.

1 18.0726

2L.8284

.8279

t81

r82

TABLE 3

SUMMARY TABLE OF ANALYSIS OF VARIA].]CE ITOR
IO}VA TESTS OF BASIC SKILIS OF DEI,AYED POSTTEST

Source of Variatl.on Sm of Squares df Mean Square r

Between

Wlthin

Total

t82.L7

s982.43

5164.60

1

181

182

L82.L7

33.05

5.512*

* signlflcant at the .05 level.

posttest (See Table 2). However, a significant differenee was obeerved
between experimental and control groups on the delayed posttest (See Table
3). Furthermore, the experimental group tended to improve from the posttest
to the delayed posttest while the control gEoup tended to decline - albeit
neither trend was statistically significant.

Discussion
Results from the study indicate that the simulation game waa an effective

way of presenting superordinate concepts so as to facilitate learring of lower
level map skills. Performance on the posttest and delayed postt€Bt indicated
that learnere in the simulation group not only learned as much as learnere
utilizing more traditional inforsration-processing approaches, but they
continued to improve after completion of the training. Thie subeequent
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improvement resulted in superior attainment on the delayed posttest. The
frndings in this study, which showed that learning superordinate concepts
facilitates the learning of subordinate facts and skills, are similar to findings
reported by Case (1975) when he trained children to do maze taske. Aft€r
training on superordinate concepts, these children tended to improve upon
additional encounters with the maze tasks. Children whose training involved
only being rewarded for conect approximations to solving the maze task
showed no significant advance once the training was terminated. Thus, the
present findinge tend to corroborate Case's analysis of effective instructional
strategies and expand his findings to the learning of several related
eubordinate coneepts.

Educatore have not typically espoused the use of simulation games a8 a
means of teaching facts and basic concepts. It seemB, however that
simulatons which involve some aspects of information-processing strategies
can be effective in facilitating these types of learning. These types of
simulations may Berve as useful advance organizers. While utilizing eymbols,
they are not dependent on written materials. Like other types of experiential
learning they involve actions, actions which appear helpful for applying
concepts to particulars. Subordinate concepts will not only become "meaning-
ful" in relation to the subordinate concepts presented, but also in relation to
the affective response emitted during the actions. As part of a total
instructional strategy, simulations offer teachers a useful addition to a
repertoire of instructional designs. They provide a change of pace and have
been shown to improve attitude toward learning (DeKock, 1969; Cohen, 1969).

Research needs to be aimed at the long-term effects of simulations in
facilitating subordinate facts and concepts. In addition, research is needed to
examine how simulations might be more effectively integrated into a total
instructional approach for a curricular area. Such questions as what types of
simulations are needed, how long should they last, how frequently should
they be employed and what other t5rpes of instructional procedures do they
best integrate will need to be considered. Additional research aleo needs to be
done on simulations as advance organizers.
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